
                                                          CLASS :X 

                                          SUBJECT : ENGLISH( GRAMMAR) 

                                                         WORK SHEET: I 

 

1. Rearrange the following words and phrases into meaningful sentences.                               

    1.nuts /health /are /wholesome /loaded with /almonds /benefits 

    2.minerals /useful /contain /nutrients /they /and /many 

    3. saturated /hence /low /fat /in /almonds /healthy /are / heart /for 

    4. world /benefits /nutrition /around /the / almonds /are /praised 

 

2. Complete the following passage by choosing the most appropriate option from the  

    ones given below:                                                                                                                       

    If we sit (a)__________ an incorrect position we tend (b)________ strain our back. This can cause  

     pain and discomfort(c)__________ even postural complications .It can (d)_______cured if we are  

     conscious of our posture and perform a few corrective exercises.  

    1. ( a) in           (b ) above          ( c) at             (d) on 

    2. ( a) for         ( b) in                 (c)  to            ( d) from 

    3. ( a) or          ( b) and              ( c) but           (d) as 

    4. (a) be           (b) so                 (c) have         (d) get 

 

3. The following paragraph has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Identify    

    the error and write it along with corrections as shown below.                                              

                                                                                     Error            Correction  

    Facebook with more then 1.2billion users, eg         then                    than 

    is celebrated its 10
th

 birthday this year.             a)  _______            _______ 

    The company was launching by                        b) _______            _______ 

    Mark Zuckerburg at February 4, 2004              c) _______            _______ 

    from Harvard University. The siting was         d) _______            _______ 

    considered in a Harvard dom.  

     

4.  Our city is witnessing a large number of accidents every day. What do you think is the reason?  
      What can be done to bring down the rate of accident? Write a letter in 100 -120 words to the Editor of a 

       national daily expressing your concern and offering solutions to this problem. You are Arush / Arushi, 

      212 Raj Vihar, New Delhi. 

    Hints: road full of potholes….lack of proper street lights….driving after taking alcohol….texting and  

     talking on mobile phones…..violating traffic rules….violators of traffic rules to be strictly dealt with….. 

      ….heavy fines to be imposed. 

 

5. Write a story in about 150-200 words of your choice with appropriate title and moral.  

                                                                                                 

6. Write an article in about 150-200 words on: 

        Ways and means to utilise the lockdown time judiciously at home. 

 

 

 

NOTE: All the students are requested to make a Long Note Book of 200 pages and do all the  

              Worksheets in the same (Use the notebooks available at home). 

 Follow the Formats for letter writing, Story Writing and Article Writing. 

 Do the assigned work  neatly. 

 Marks will be allotted for the assigned work. 

 These worksheets will be considered as Internal Assessment. 


